AIM Reusable Packaging, LLC

AIM Sells Refurbished
Knockdown Plastic Bulk Boxes

“If AIM doesn’t handle it you’re way off target.”
HOME OFFICE LOCATION
1414 Lake Shore Drive | Menasha, WI 54952
920-729-0696
MANUFACTURERS’ REPRESENTATIVE

Sleeve Packs - Pick Face

www.aimreusablepackaging.com

Serving your reusable packaging needs since 1990.

Plastic Bulk Containers
Knockdown Plastic Bulk Boxes

Standard Footprints: 30"x32" | 40"x48" | 45"x48" | 57"x48" | 64"x48" | 70"x48" | 78"x48"
Various heights standard.

Assembled
Black Knockdown

Assembled with drop gate open.
Yellow base with Black side walls

Fixed Wall Plastic Bulk Box

Stackable Collapsed Knockdown
Bulk Box on side showing
Bins. (Blue base, Black walls removable/replaceable runners.
and all Black knockdown)
Yellow base

Detach Wall Bulk Box

Plastic Combos/Vats FDA/USDA

Rollover Pallet Base

2 Way/4 Way Entry
Nestable/Stackable Design
Standard Footprint: 48”x44” and 50”x42”
Standard heights from 30” - 62”
Available in other footprints, heights,
and styles.

48”x40”x28”
48”x40”x50”
Standard Size

Multiple
sizes
available.

(Optional Curtain Displayed)

Plastic Pallets

Bulk containers consist of a
specially fitted plastic pallet
and top, and a rigid or
collapsible Heavy Duty plastic
corrugated sleeve, resulting
in a product that is extremely
rugged and remarkably
impact-resistant.

AIM Sells Used Plastic Pallets

Alliance Laundry Sleeve
Pack (Speed Queen)

Alliance Laundry utilizes this
48"x48"x37"plastic corrugated
10 mm blue Z-fold sleeve with
mirror image pallets for part
storage and transport. Various
sizes and options available.

Custom Sized Pallets Available
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Years of
Excellence
AIM Reusable Packaging, LLC

Smooth Solid Deck Pallets

with solid smooth surfaces for easy
cleaning, plus extreme temperature and UV
degradation resistance. USDA approved for
food processing applications.

Edge Rackable / Stackable Plastic Pallet
combine strength and economy in a lightweight
one-piece design for superior performance at
an affordable price. Standard size 48”x40”.
Other sizes/styles available.

AIM Sells FM Approved Plastic Pallets

AIM Sells ESD Containers, Trays, Anti-stat Dunnage

Hand Held Container System

Straight-sided Plastic Container Pallet
and Top Cap System delivers dollar savings

Attached Lid Plastic Containers

Plastic Hoppers

Many sizes and styles for shipping, picking, and
storage. Standard Footprints: 20”x12”, 21”x15”,
22”x13”, 24”x20”, 25”x15”, 27”x17”, 28”x21”,
34”x24” various heights standard on some models.
Other sizes available.

and efficiency throughout the supplier to
manufacturer material handling process.
Standard Footprints: 12”x7”, 15”x12”,
24”x15”, 24”x22”, 32”x15”, 48”x15”.

Bottom
& Side
Discharge
Hoppers
Various
discharge
angles
available.

48”x45” pallet & top cap
Built-in Sloped Top For Extra Storage

Rust Proof

Plastic Lockers

Engravable Aluminum Plate

No rust, corrosion, dents or noise like
metal lockers. Wash down and sanitize
friendly. Superior appearance over time.
Various sizes and options available with
flat or sloping tops. AIM Reusable
Packaging's lockers are rotationally
molded, giving them a smooth, clean, and
seamless interior.

Single-Tier

Fiberglass Containers
AIM’s fiberglass packaging for added
strength and temp range.

Double-Tier

Four-Tier

Six-Tier

Custom
Cut & Weld

AIM can modify standard
size containers or pallets to
make them fit your parts.

Metal Containers
AIM Reusable Packaging handles your metal needs
from baskets to vats and beyond. Custom and
standard sizes available.

Extended Length

Plastic Tilt Trucks
Plastic Tilt Trucks

19 different styles, 6 different sizes
Various colors at no extra cost.

AIM will provide answers
to your unique applications.

Mobile Carts

Reduced Knockdown
Plastic Bulk Box Width

20 sizes are available in three styles.
Many sizes also have optional hinged
or telescoping lids. All sizes are available
in a variety of colors at no extra cost.

Container with half
drop gate option

Drums & Batch Cans

• Reusable
• Nestable
• Lever lock & snap-on lids
• Tamper-evident provisions
• 7-45 gallons available
• Custom sizes/designs

available

Wire Basket

Corrugated Dunnage and Appendages

Our plastic corrugated dividers and partitions
are designed to fit your existing containers or
AIM Reusable Packaging custom-designed
totes. AIM’s foam packaging will better protect
even the most delicate products.

Plastic Corrugated / Foam Dunnage

20 cell die cut foam divider
designed to fit into a plastic
corrugated tote.

Plastic Dunnage

Plastic Corrugated Containers

Plastic corrugated sheet in various wall
thicknesses can be inexpensively die cut
to create the container. Many stock sizes
available. Sheets available 3 mil. to 16 mil.

Plastic corrugated divider partition to protect and
divide products in plant or in shipping process.

Waterjet Cutting

Let AIM maximize your material yields with accurate and consistent
waterjet-cut non-metallic materials such as XLPE foams and HDPE.
Experience the benefits of compound angle cutting that eliminates the
need for secondary finishing and improves efficiency.
5-axis waterjet-cut
XLPE

Fabric Divider

XLPE Trays

Spun Laminate

Tyguard/Tyvek Laminate

Class A Surface Protection

HDPE Solid Sheet Divider

Brushed Nylon Laminate

Whether your parts are in transit through the supply chain or used in work in
progress (WIP) applications, AIM will protect your Class A surfaces, keeping
them in pristine condition. Be assured that your reusable packaging will be
designed, engineered and manufactured with product surface protection in
place.

Polyurea Coating

Protective Materials

Safeguard your products against scratching and staining with AIM's
laminates, which include Spunbond, Evelon, Brushed Nylon, Suede,
XLPE, Tyguard/Tyvek, and Polyurea Coating.

Custom Reusable Shipping Totes/Trays/Pallets

Plastic Lumber
Pallets
No Tooling Charge

AIM will provide solutions to your unique reusable packaging needs. Whether your packaging demands custom
injection, structural, rotational, thermo-forming, or plastic lumber AIM will handle it.

Any size available.

AIM Reusable Packaging, LLC
“If AIM doesn’t handle it you’re way off target.”
HOME OFFICE LOCATION
1414 Lake Shore Drive | Menasha, WI 54952
MANUFACTURERS’ REPRESENTATIVE

www.aimreusablepackaging.com
AIM Buys Obsolete/Used Plastic
Knockdown Bulk Boxes/Pallets

AIM Sells Refurbished
Knockdown Plastic Bulk Boxes

AIM REPAIR FACILITY
1520 West Rogers Avenue | Appleton, WI 54914

Repair

Knockdown Plastic Bulk Box Bases

Call AIM
for a quote
today!

Rotationally Molded
Plastic Vats

Let AIM bring your reusable plastic packaging back to an acceptable/
workable condition. AIM employs expert plastic welders to do just that at
a fraction of the original purchase price. AIM Reusable Packaging plastic
repair services offers extended life for your plastic packaging containers.

Refurbished/Cleaned Plastic Knockdowns

“I have purchased several truckloads
(208 units per truckload) of AIM Reusable
Packaging’s 45” x 48” x 34” refurbished
and cleaned knockdowns. I am extremely
satisfied with their products and services.”
Tony Cain, Material Manager
Magna Louisville Seating Systems

Recycling
AIM aggressively pursues purchasing your scrap reusable plastic
packaging. Why not turn your unused container packaging into
bottom line dollars? You will be paid a pre-determined amount
based upon current market rates. (Call AIM for a quote!)

48”x45”x34” - Also available extended lengths and heights.

Recirculate/Cleaning

With repetitive use your plastic reusable containers/dunnage becomes
soiled. Let AIM wash that dirt, dust, oil and other foreign elements
down the drain. (Available cleaning with FDA approved chemicals.)
All containers exiting AIM’s plant back to your facility will have been
cleaned no matter why they are visiting us. (Call AIM for a quote!)
BEFORE

AFTER

AIM Reusable Packaging was founded in 1990. We have many years
experience in plastic reusable packaging and other synergistic systems.
Contact one of our knowledgeable representatives to discuss your specific project. 920-729-0696
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